THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
11 Myth of the As a result of this same process of idealisation, it may
birth of( the £so happen that the realisation of the true nature of the real
er° parents when compared with the beings corresponding to them
in imagination, may give rise to feelings of very bitter
disappointment. This disappointment is an experience so
widespread and of such deep emotional significance as to have
found expression in a frequently recurring type of myth and
legend, which has received illuminating treatment at the hands
of Freud and Rank1. In these myths (of which the stories
connected with Moses, Perseus, (Edipus, Romulus, Cyrus,
Christ, Siegfried, Lohengrin afford typical examples) a child is
born of noble or divine parentage, but for some reason (usually
connected with hostility on the part of the father) is lost or
otherwise severed from his rightful home, and is reared by
foster parents of lowly station (or sometimes by animals), only
to be eventually restored to the position which is by birth his
due. Here the foster parents of the myth correspond to the
real parents as they are revealed to the disappointed insight
of the child who, with widening experience of his human
environment, begins to realise the discrepancy between the
actual position of his parents in the world of men and the
ideal qualities with which his infant's fancy had endowed them.
Unwilling however to give up the lofty conception of his
parents' dignity which he had formed for himself (the abandonment
of which involves of course not only a loss of cherished ideals
as regards his parents, but a serious readjustment of his views
as to his own prospects and importance2, the individual finds
1	See Rank, op. cit.f also the more recent treatment by the Question-
naire method by Edmund S. Conklin, "The Foster-Child Fantasy," American
Journal of Psychologyf 1920, XXXJ, 59.
2	There can be no doubt that this is a factor of very   considerable
significance. The child projects on to its parents its own desires, ambitions
and aspirations, thus finding compensation for the gradual realisation of its
own deficiencies^ limitations and want of power (in much  the same way
as parents in their turn  find  consolation  for their  own  disappointments
in contemplating the successes—real or anticipated—of their children.   Cp.
below Ch. XIV.). In this way certain of the Narcissistic impulses find displaced
expression in the idealisation of the parents and the exaggeration of their
powers—a factor which probably plays a part of great importance in the
Psychology of Religion (Cp. below Ch. XHL).
The following incident in connection with a young boy personally known
to me amusingly illustrates the tendency to substitute an ideal parent for a
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